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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Executive Summary
This report has been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Energy Performance of Buildings Regulations 2012 as amended, which implements the EU legislative requirements of
the Energy Performance of Buildings Directive 2010/31/EU. The inspection has been carried out by an Accredited Air Conditioning Assessor using the Department for Communities and Local
Government approved inspection and reporting methodology.

On 4 January 2003 the European Parliament and the Council of the European Union published Directive 2002/91/EC on the Energy Performance of Buildings (EPBD). This requires Member
States to bring into force 'the necessary laws, regulations and administrative provisions to comply with the Directive'. Article 9 requires Member States to introduce measures to establish a
regular inspection of air conditioning systems.

In England and Wales the Energy Performance of Buildings (Certificates and Inspections) (England and Wales) Regulations 2007 implement Articles 7-9 of the Directive. They require inspection
of all air conditioning systems with rated outputs over 12kW at intervals not greater than 5 years.
The Inspection and Report were undertaken in accordance with CIBSE's methodology, Inspection of Air Conditioning Systems TM44: 2012 Edition by an inspector accredited to the National
Occupational Standard and accredited by Sterling Certification.

The deadline for the first air conditioning assessment to be completed of all existing systems over 250 kW total cooling capacity was 4th January 2009.

The deadline for the first air conditioning assessment to be completed of all existing systems over 12 kW total cooling capacity was 4th January 2011.

New air conditioning systems over 12 kW which were installed after January 2008 must be inspected within 5 years of being put into service.

The total cooling capacity of a buildings air conditioning system is calculated by adding up the capacity of all the individual systems in that building.

Why are inspections required of the air-conditioning?

Having your air-conditioning system inspected by an Energy Assessor is designed to improve efficiency and reduce the electricity consumption, operating costs and carbon emissions for your
system. Energy inspections will highlight improvements to the operation of your existing systems or opportunities to replace older, less energy efficient systems or oversized systems with new
energy efficient systems.

As the replacement of refrigerant is restricted in older systems (as established under other legislation), there is an additional incentive to improve or replace older systems with more modern
energy efficient units. Building owners and managers who control air-conditioning systems have statutory obligations and duties of care in the operation and maintenance of air-conditioning
systems.

The energy assessment inspection discussed in this report is in addition to the normal activities associated with the ownership and operation of air-conditioning systems. Inspection,
maintenance and cleaning programmes maintain the ability of the system to provide healthy and comfortable environments for building occupants, limiting the escape of refrigerant gases and
ensuring the safety of equipment. The practices and procedures needed to achieve these aims should be applied more frequently than the assessment for energy efficiency.

What does the inspection cover?

The inspection visually examines a sample of refrigeration and air movement equipment, and their controls.  Site notes, photographs, room measurements and temperature readings are taken
during the inspection. It also examines any documentation that helps to understand the systems, or indicates the extent to which the systems have been maintained.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Executive Summary
The energy assessor also estimates whether the system is suitably sized for the cooling loads in the treated spaces, and to provide advice on ways in which the performance of the system might
be improved.

Building owners and managers should not expect the air conditioning energy assessment to identify hazards or unsafe aspects of the installation, operation or maintenance of systems that
should be identified and addressed by other arrangements, nor should they expect the energy assessor to fix any problem identified as part of the inspection.

Building Description
Bakkavor Pizza - Community Building is located on Sluice Road, Holbeach St Marks, Spalding, PE12 8HF. Community Building is a purpose built office/gym building set over ground and one
upper floor. Community Building has an occupancy profile of approximately 50-60 staff/clients which are distributed across all floors. The building is constructed of traditional brick, flat roof and
double glazed windows. Building core occupancy hours are 08:00 to 18:00 Monday to Friday however site operates 24/7 due to its nature of business. Facility is provided for the building to
operate outside these times for functions/out of hour works.

CIBSE TM46 Energy Benchmarks gives a very good guide on the energy usage for different types of buildings and how to adjust your building usage for occupancy and other non-standards to
provide a guide on what this buildings energy usage should be.

System Type/Details:
The building is cooled by nine single split systems. Condensers used within site are Fujitsu. Comfort cooling is provided to offices, conference rooms, cardio and gym areas. No process cooling
seen within building. The terminal units used within the building are ceiling cassettes. The cooling plants are located to the side of the building. The building is controlled via hard wired wall
mounted controllers and IR remote controllers.

The total installed cooling capacity is approximately 64kW.
The total estimated quantity of refrigerant on site was 17kg.

Equipment Inspected:
For the purpose of the report samples have been taken in accordance with CIBSE TM44. Samples taken from areas demonstrate the age, condition and method of control. The Report is based
on a visual inspection only. No equipment or plant was removed or stripped down. Cooling requirements have been calculated in accordance with CIBSE Guides and therefore should not be
treated as an in depth heat load calculation.

Equipment inspected:
Two Fujitsu AOYG30LETL single split systems serving ground level training room.
One Fujitsu AOYG30LETL single split system serving 1st floor conference room 1.
Three ceiling cassettes.
Two hard wired wall mounted controllers.

An asset list was available at the time of the inspection, other essential system documentation including floor plans, schematics, cooling capacities and system method of control weren't
available, for the purpose of the report documentation was prepared on site.

Inspection Findings:
The Air Conditioning units for the site are in good condition and observed to be maintained well.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Executive Summary

Consider sub-metering the individual items of HVAC plant on site and then record the energy consumption figures to enable areas of excessive consumption to be identified.

A number of opportunities are outlined within the report that should be considered to maximise efficiency. While there is no mandatory requirement to carry out any recommendations, acting
upon the advice within the report may lead to a reduction in energy consumption and operating costs.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

About this document and the data in it
This document was produced following an energy assessment undertaken by a qualified Energy Assessor, accredited by Sterling Accreditation Limited. You can obtain contact details of the
Accreditation Scheme at www.sterlingaccreditation.com.

A copy of this report has been lodged on a national register as a requirement under the Energy Performance of Buildings Regulations 2012 as amended. It will be made available via the online
search function at www.ndepcregister.com. The report (including the building address) and other data about the building collected during the energy assessment may be made publicly available
at https://epc.opendatacommunities.org.

This report and other data about the building may be shared with other bodies (including government departments and enforcement agencies) for research, statistical and enforcement
purposes. Any personal data it contains will be processed in accordance with the General Data Protection Regulation and all applicable laws and regulations relating to the processing of
personal data and privacy. For further information about this and how data about the property are used, please visit www.ndepcregister.com. To opt out of having information about your building
made publicly available, please visit www.ndepcregister.com/optout.

There is more information in the guidance document Air-conditioning inspections for buildings available on the Government website at: www.gov.uk/government/collections/energy-performance-
certificates. It explains the content and use of this document, advises on how to identify the authenticity of a report and how to make a complaint.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Key Recommendations:

Advice and comments on the efficiencies of the AC sub system(s)

Consider sub-metering the individual items of HVAC plant on site and then record the energy consumption figures to enable areas of excessive consumption to be identified.

Consider the savings that could be made by installing PIR movement sensors, linked to the terminal units within infrequently used areas, so as to automate the operation of the air conditioning
systems.

The client should consider investigating some of the smart AC controllers which are now coming onto the market, many of which can link to a PC, tablet or mobile phone. These will enable the
operation of systems across this site to be monitored and adjusted from one central location.

Consider the savings that could be made by installing a centralised controller linked to the AC split systems on-site.

Consider the savings that could be made by installing window sensors linked to the air conditioning terminal units so as to prevent the systems from operating when windows have been opened.

Consider the savings that could be made by installing separate wall mounted temperature sensors so as to allow for a more accurate space temperature reading to be supplied to the terminal
unit.

Consider the savings that could be made by isolating one of the split systems serving the open plan areas and utilising the cooling capacity provided by the remaining systems to cool the space.

All of the installed systems have good Energy Efficiency Ratings (EER), and are fitted with inverter technology to modulate power in accordance with demand.

Advice and comments on the maintenance of the AC sub system(s)

The cooling systems at this site appear to have received a good level of planned maintenance with no cause for concern.

It is recommended that the air conditioning systems at this site are labelled with their external / internal units so as to aid with on-going maintenance and future inspections.

Advice and comments on the control of AC sub system(s)

It is recommended that seasonal set-points are introduced to maximise system efficiency.

Consider prohibiting local temperature range control to +/- 3°C and adjusting the set range within the recommended seasonal set points

Consideration should be given to setting up 'off' only timers on the system controllers so the systems isolate at various times during the day and do not automatically start without manual
activation by occupants within the area.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Key Recommendations:
Consider the savings that could be made by operating the terminal units in low fan mode.

It is recommended that a study is completed on the occupancy profile of the building and it should be ensured that system time schedules match the occupancy hours of the building in all areas.

The system controller should be programmed to display the correct time & date.

Advice and comments on the management of AC sub system(s)

Consider replacing the existing lighting within the building with energy efficient, low temperature lighting.

Encourage occupants to, where possible, open windows to naturally ventilate the building and reduce the reliance on the AC systems.

Consider placing notices alongside the local system controllers to advise occupants on the method of control for efficient operation of the AC system.

Consider methods that will reduce heat loss from the building to prevent excessive usage of heat pump systems.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Sub System Index
Volume Definitions VOL001

Sub System ID VOL001/SYS001 Community Building - Ground Level Training Room

Sub System Description 2 of 2 Fujitsu Single Split Systems Serving Ground Level Training Room

Effective Rated Cooling Output of Sub System
(kW)

16

Sub System Area Served Ground Level Training Room

Inspection Date 2020-08-04

Cooling Plant Count 2

AHU Count 0

Terminal Units Count 2

Sub System Controls Count 1
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Sub System Index
Volume Definitions VOL001

Sub System ID VOL001/SYS002 Community Building - 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Sub System Description 1 of 1 Fujitsu Single Split System Serving 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Effective Rated Cooling Output of Sub System
(kW)

8

Sub System Area Served 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Inspection Date 2020-08-04

Cooling Plant Count 1

AHU Count 0

Terminal Units Count 1

Sub System Controls Count 1
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Note: Request the following information from client and complete the following checklist. The assessor should examine the relevant documentation and systems as far as possible to check
that the installed equipment is as described. If the documentation is not available, then an additional part of this procedure is to locate the equipment and assemble a portfolio of relevant
documentation which should include all ‘Essential’ items as a minimum.

Record Checklist Pre Inspection Information
Level Information Required Reviewed Not Available

Itemised list of installed air conditioning and refrigeration plant including product makes, models and
identification numbers.

[x] [ ]

Cooling capacities, with locations of the indoor and outdoor components of each plant. [x] [ ]

Description of system control zones, with schematic drawings. [x] [ ]

Description of method of control of temperature. [x] [ ]

Description of method of control of periods of operation. [x] [ ]

Essential

Floor plans and schematics of air conditioning systems. [x] [ ]

Reports from earlier inspections of air conditioning systems, and for the generation of an energy
performance certificate.

[ ] [x]

Records of maintenance operations carried out on refrigeration systems, including cleaning indoor and
outdoor heat exchangers, refrigerant leakage tests, repairs to refrigeration components replenishing with
refrigerant.

[x] [ ]

Records of maintenance operations carried out on air delivery systems, including filter cleaning and
changing, and cleaning of heat exchangers.

[x] [ ]

Records of calibration and maintenance operations carried out on control systems and sensors, or BMS
systems and sensors.

[ ] [x]

Records of sub-metered air conditioning plant use or energy consumption. [ ] [x]

Desirable

For relevant air supply and extract systems, commissioning results of measured absorbed power at normal
air delivery and extract rates, and commissioning results for normal delivered delivery and extract air flow
rates (or independently calculated specific fan power for the systems).

[ ] [x]

An estimate of the design cooling load for each system (if available). Otherwise, a brief description of the
occupation of the cooled spaces, and of power consuming equipment normally used in those spaces.

[ ] [x]

Records of any issues or complaints that have been raised concerning the indoor comfort conditions
achieved in the treated spaces.

[ ] [x]

Optional

Where a BMS is used the manager should arrange for a short statement to be provided describing its
capabilities, the plant it is connected to control, the set points for the control of temperature, the frequency
with which it is maintained, and the date of the last inspection and maintenance.

[ ] [x]
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Record Checklist Pre Inspection Information
Level Information Required Reviewed Not Available

Where a monitoring station, or remote monitoring facility, is used to continually observe the performance
of equipment such as chillers, the manager should arrange for a statement to be provided describing the
parameters monitored, and a statement reviewing the operating efficiency of the equipment.

[ ] [x]
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Equipment Inspected
Unit Identifier VOL001/SYS001 Community Building - Ground Level Training Room

Component Identifier VOL001/SYS001/CP1 Fujitsu-Single Split-Ground Level Training Room

Manufacturer Fujitsu

Description (type/details) Single Split

Model/Reference AOYG30LETL

Serial Number Unknown

Year Plant Installed 2015

Rated Cooling Capacity (kW) 8

Refrigerant Type R410A

Refrigerant Charge (kg) 2

Location of Cooling Plant Side of Building

Areas/Systems Served Ground Level Training Room

Note below any discrepancy between information provided by client and on site information collected, or any information of additional relevance to the cooling plant/system:
There were no notable discrepancies with regards to information provided on the systems.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

This section applies to the following unit: VOL001/SYS001/CP1 Fujitsu-Single Split-Ground Level Training Room

Cooling Plant Equipment Visual Inspection
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

CS2.1 Is the refrigeration plant operational? Yes [x] No [ ]
The refrigeration plant was found to be operational

CS2.2/a Is the area around the refrigeration plant clear
of obstructions & debris?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The area around the cooling plant is clear of obstructions and any potential blockages to airflow.

CS2.2/b Is the general condition of refrigeration and
any associated central plant in good order?

Yes [x] No [ ] This cooling plant was found to be in a good condition.

CS2.2/c Is the condenser placed clear from warm air
discharge louvres?

Yes [x] No [ ]
This cooling plant is positioned adequately in relation to any adjacent discharge louvers.

CS2.3/a Are compressors operational or can they be
brought into operation?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The compressor/s were found to be operational during the inspection.

CS3.1/a Is the heat rejection plant operational? Yes [x] No [ ]
The heat rejection plant was found to be operational

CS3.1/b Are condenser heat exchangers undamaged/
un-corroded and clean?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The coils on this cooling plant were found to be in a good undamaged condition.

CS3.2/a Is the area around the heat rejection plant
clear of obstructions & debris?

Yes [x] No [ ]
There are no obstructions to the heat rejection process.

CS3.2/b Is the condenser free of any possibility of air
recirculation?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The unit is positioned adequately and there is no potential for the re-circulation of air from itself or from any
adjacent source.

CS4.1 Is the insulation on circulation pipe work well
fitted and in good order?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The visible lengths of the external refrigerant pipe work were found to be in a good condition with insulation intact
in all inspected areas.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Refrigerant Type R410ACS1.1 Refrigerant
Used Montreal/ODS/F-Gas

controlled?
Yes [ ] No [x]

F-Gas Log Book Not Required The system is installed with
2.1kg of R410A and as such it has a GWP (Global Warming
Potential) which is equivalent to 4.4 tonnes of CO2.

As the system has a GWP equivalent to less than 5 tonnes of
CO2 there is no legal obligation to keep an F-Gas log book on
this system. However for best practise and to aid with service
work it is always recommended that a voluntary log book is kept
for all systems which contain refrigerant.

Is there evidence of regular maintenance? Yes [x] No [ ] Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) documentation is up
to date and was reviewed as part of this inspection.

CS1.3 Regular
Maintenance

Is the maintenance undertaken by suitably
competent people and in accordance to
industry guidelines?

Yes [x] No [ ] Maintenance is carried out on the systems by REFCOM
registered contractors . There are 2 maintenance visits per
annum.

Following Information Required:

Total Occupants served by this plant 30

Total Floor Area served by this
plant(m²)

108

Occupant Density (m²/person) 3.6

Maximum Instantaneous Heat Gain
(W/m²)

120.0

Installed Cooling Capacity (kW) 16.0

The Installed Size is Deemed:

CS1.4
CL1.1

Appropriately
Sized Cooling
Plant

More than Expected
Less than Expected
As Expected

[ ]
[ ]
[x]

The current version of the Building Regulations Approved
Document Part L documentation provides guidance suggesting
that the plant should not be more than 20% oversized. This
should be adopted as means of comparison to stay in line with
current standards.

This figure has been based on the '5th edition' BSRIA or CIBSE
rule of thumb guides however; visual observations that may
affect this, such as window sizes, ceiling heights, occupant
densities and any other observed or abnormal heat loads have
also been considered.

This figure includes all systems within the same area.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Based on the aforementioned 'Maximum Instantaneous
Heat Gains' (120W/m2) it is estimated that this area requires
approximately 12.96kW of cooling. (108m2 x 120W/m/ 1000 =
12.96kW)

The calculated comfort cooling load suggests that the systems
that serve this area is oversized for the application. It should be
noted the general scope of this inspection does not include a
detailed building cooling load profile and this would need to be
carried out before making any judgement on the sizing suitability
of the cooling equipment. The estimated cooling load is based
on a 'rule of thumb' and may not reflect the actual cooling load. It
is normally acceptable for a margin of error of +/-20% as per the
latest guidelines from CIBSE.

Yes [ ] No [x]Is metering installed to enable monitoring of
energy consumption of refrigeration plant?

Recorded meter reading

Consideration should be given to the savings that could be
made by installing meters to monitor the energy consumption
of individual items of plant. By monitoring and recording these
energy readings at regular intervals the client will be provided
with definitive data that will allow them to identify areas where
energy consumption is excessive and where fiscal & energy
savings could be made.

Is the refrigeration plant connected to a BEMS
that can provide out of range alarms?

Yes [ ] No [x] This system is not linked to a BMS or centralised controller.

As this system is a smaller split system, installing a full BMS
may not be financially viable, however the client should consider
investigating some of the smart AC controllers which are now
coming onto the market, many of which can link to a PC, tablet
or mobile phone.

CS1.6 Metering
Comparison
to appropriate
energy
benchmarks

Are there any records of air conditioning plant
usage or sub-metered energy consumption
with expected hours of use per year for the
plant?

Yes [ ] No [x] N/A Details of any sub-metering on this system has been
answered in previous fields.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Is the energy consumption or hours of use
excessive?

Yes [ ] No [x] For details on hours of operation of this system refer to the
section in the relevant linked system controller

CS2.2/d Refrigeration
Leaks

Are there any signs of a refrigerant leak? Yes [ ] No [x]
A visual observation around the main refrigeration components
was carried out there was no evidence of refrigerant leakage.

Refrigeration Temperature:

Pre Compressor(°C) 20

Post Compressor(°C) 22

Ambient(°C) 18

The Temperature is Deemed:

More than Expected
Less than Expected
As Expected

[ ]
[ ]
[x]

The figure shown represents the pre-compressor evaporator coil
"air off" temperature recorded at the internal unit. The system
was operated in cooling mode

The figure shown represents the post compressor condenser
coil temperature recorded from the external unit.

Temperature samples taken from this cooling plant indicate it
was operating correctly.

CL1.3 Refrigeration

Assess the refrigeration compressor(s) and the
method of refrigeration capacity control

The system is installed with inverter
technology, this is more efficient than fixed
speed systems, as the inverter will modulate
the speed of the compressor to match the
cooling load requirements.

Is the water flow through cooling towers or
evaporative coolers even and efficient, and
there is no loss of water?

Yes [ ] No [x] Not Applicable, there is no cooling tower or evaporative cooler
linked to this system.

CS3.5 Water Cooled
Chillers
(Cooling Towers
& Evaporative
Condensers) Is there a management regime in place to

ensure that water is regularly checked and
treated to ensure that there is no Legionella
risk?

Yes [ ] No [x] Not applicable, it is not necessary to put a regime in place as
this HVAC systems does not have a legionella risk

Humidity
Control

Is there separate equipment installed for
humidity control?

Yes [ ] No [x] There is no humidity control equipment linked to this system.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Equipment Inspected
Unit Identifier VOL001/SYS001 Community Building - Ground Level Training Room

Component Identifier VOL001/SYS001/CP2 Fujitsu-Single Split-Ground Level Training Room

Manufacturer Fujitsu

Description (type/details) Single Split

Model/Reference AOYG30LETL

Serial Number Unknown

Year Plant Installed 2015

Rated Cooling Capacity (kW) 8

Refrigerant Type R410A

Refrigerant Charge (kg) 2

Location of Cooling Plant Side of Building

Areas/Systems Served Ground Level Training Room

Note below any discrepancy between information provided by client and on site information collected, or any information of additional relevance to the cooling plant/system:
There were no notable discrepancies with regards to information provided on the systems.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

This section applies to the following unit: VOL001/SYS001/CP2 Fujitsu-Single Split-Ground Level Training Room

Cooling Plant Equipment Visual Inspection
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

CS2.1 Is the refrigeration plant operational? Yes [x] No [ ]
The refrigeration plant was found to be operational

CS2.2/a Is the area around the refrigeration plant clear
of obstructions & debris?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The area around the cooling plant is clear of obstructions and any potential blockages to airflow.

CS2.2/b Is the general condition of refrigeration and
any associated central plant in good order?

Yes [x] No [ ] This cooling plant was found to be in a good condition.

CS2.2/c Is the condenser placed clear from warm air
discharge louvres?

Yes [x] No [ ]
This cooling plant is positioned adequately in relation to any adjacent discharge louvers.

CS2.3/a Are compressors operational or can they be
brought into operation?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The compressor/s were found to be operational during the inspection.

CS3.1/a Is the heat rejection plant operational? Yes [x] No [ ]
The heat rejection plant was found to be operational

CS3.1/b Are condenser heat exchangers undamaged/
un-corroded and clean?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The coils on this cooling plant were found to be in a good undamaged condition.

CS3.2/a Is the area around the heat rejection plant
clear of obstructions & debris?

Yes [x] No [ ]
There are no obstructions to the heat rejection process.

CS3.2/b Is the condenser free of any possibility of air
recirculation?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The unit is positioned adequately and there is no potential for the re-circulation of air from itself or from any
adjacent source.

CS4.1 Is the insulation on circulation pipe work well
fitted and in good order?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The visible lengths of the external refrigerant pipe work were found to be in a good condition with insulation intact
in all inspected areas.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Refrigerant Type R410ACS1.1 Refrigerant
Used Montreal/ODS/F-Gas

controlled?
Yes [ ] No [x]

F-Gas Log Book Not Required The system is installed with
2.1kg of R410A and as such it has a GWP (Global Warming
Potential) which is equivalent to 4.4 tonnes of CO2.

As the system has a GWP equivalent to less than 5 tonnes of
CO2 there is no legal obligation to keep an F-Gas log book on
this system. However for best practise and to aid with service
work it is always recommended that a voluntary log book is kept
for all systems which contain refrigerant.

Is there evidence of regular maintenance? Yes [x] No [ ] Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) documentation is up
to date and was reviewed as part of this inspection.

CS1.3 Regular
Maintenance

Is the maintenance undertaken by suitably
competent people and in accordance to
industry guidelines?

Yes [x] No [ ] Maintenance is carried out on the systems by REFCOM
registered contractors . There are 2 maintenance visits per
annum.

Following Information Required:

Total Occupants served by this plant 30

Total Floor Area served by this
plant(m²)

108

Occupant Density (m²/person) 3.6

Maximum Instantaneous Heat Gain
(W/m²)

120.0

Installed Cooling Capacity (kW) 16.0

The Installed Size is Deemed:

CS1.4
CL1.1

Appropriately
Sized Cooling
Plant

More than Expected
Less than Expected
As Expected

[x]
[ ]
[ ]

The current version of the Building Regulations Approved
Document Part L documentation provides guidance suggesting
that the plant should not be more than 20% oversized. This
should be adopted as means of comparison to stay in line with
current standards.

This figure has been based on the '5th edition' BSRIA or CIBSE
rule of thumb guides however; visual observations that may
affect this, such as window sizes, ceiling heights, occupant
densities and any other observed or abnormal heat loads have
also been considered.

This figure includes all systems within the same area.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Based on the aforementioned 'Maximum Instantaneous
Heat Gains' (120W/m2) it is estimated that this area requires
approximately 12.96kW of cooling. (108m2 x 120W/m/ 1000 =
12.96kW)

The calculated comfort cooling load suggests that the systems
that serve this area is oversized for the application. It should be
noted the general scope of this inspection does not include a
detailed building cooling load profile and this would need to be
carried out before making any judgement on the sizing suitability
of the cooling equipment. The estimated cooling load is based
on a 'rule of thumb' and may not reflect the actual cooling load. It
is normally acceptable for a margin of error of +/-20% as per the
latest guidelines from CIBSE.

Yes [ ] No [x]Is metering installed to enable monitoring of
energy consumption of refrigeration plant?

Recorded meter reading

Consideration should be given to the savings that could be
made by installing meters to monitor the energy consumption
of individual items of plant. By monitoring and recording these
energy readings at regular intervals the client will be provided
with definitive data that will allow them to identify areas where
energy consumption is excessive and where fiscal & energy
savings could be made.

Is the refrigeration plant connected to a BEMS
that can provide out of range alarms?

Yes [ ] No [x] This system is not linked to a BMS or centralised controller.

As this system is a smaller split system, installing a full BMS
may not be financially viable, however the client should consider
investigating some of the smart AC controllers which are now
coming onto the market, many of which can link to a PC, tablet
or mobile phone.

CS1.6 Metering
Comparison
to appropriate
energy
benchmarks

Are there any records of air conditioning plant
usage or sub-metered energy consumption
with expected hours of use per year for the
plant?

Yes [ ] No [x] N/A Details of any sub-metering on this system has been
answered in previous fields.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Is the energy consumption or hours of use
excessive?

Yes [ ] No [x] For details on hours of operation of this system refer to the
section in the relevant linked system controller

CS2.2/d Refrigeration
Leaks

Are there any signs of a refrigerant leak? Yes [ ] No [x]
A visual observation around the main refrigeration components
was carried out there was no evidence of refrigerant leakage.

Refrigeration Temperature:

Pre Compressor(°C) 18

Post Compressor(°C) 19

Ambient(°C) 18

The Temperature is Deemed:

More than Expected
Less than Expected
As Expected

[ ]
[ ]
[x]

The figure shown represents the pre-compressor evaporator coil
"air off" temperature recorded at the internal unit. The system
was operated in cooling mode

The figure shown represents the post compressor condenser
coil temperature recorded from the external unit.

Temperature samples taken from this cooling plant indicate it
was operating correctly.

CL1.3 Refrigeration

Assess the refrigeration compressor(s) and the
method of refrigeration capacity control

The system is installed with inverter
technology, this is more efficient than fixed
speed systems, as the inverter will modulate
the speed of the compressor to match the
cooling load requirements.

Is the water flow through cooling towers or
evaporative coolers even and efficient, and
there is no loss of water?

Yes [ ] No [x] Not Applicable, there is no cooling tower or evaporative cooler
linked to this system.

CS3.5 Water Cooled
Chillers
(Cooling Towers
& Evaporative
Condensers) Is there a management regime in place to

ensure that water is regularly checked and
treated to ensure that there is no Legionella
risk?

Yes [ ] No [x] Not applicable, it is not necessary to put a regime in place as
this HVAC systems does not have a legionella risk

Humidity
Control

Is there separate equipment installed for
humidity control?

Yes [ ] No [x] There is no humidity control equipment linked to this system.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Equipment Inspected
Unit Identifier VOL001/SYS002 Community Building - 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Component Identifier VOL001/SYS002/CP1 Fujitsu-Single Split-1st Floor Conference Room 1

Manufacturer Fujitsu

Description (type/details) Single Split

Model/Reference AOYG30LETL

Serial Number Unknown

Year Plant Installed 2015

Rated Cooling Capacity (kW) 8

Refrigerant Type R410A

Refrigerant Charge (kg) 2

Location of Cooling Plant Side of Building

Areas/Systems Served 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Note below any discrepancy between information provided by client and on site information collected, or any information of additional relevance to the cooling plant/system:
There were no notable discrepancies with regards to information provided on the systems.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

This section applies to the following unit: VOL001/SYS002/CP1 Fujitsu-Single Split-1st Floor Conference Room 1

Cooling Plant Equipment Visual Inspection
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

CS2.1 Is the refrigeration plant operational? Yes [x] No [ ]
The refrigeration plant was found to be operational

CS2.2/a Is the area around the refrigeration plant clear
of obstructions & debris?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The area around the cooling plant is clear of obstructions and any potential blockages to airflow.

CS2.2/b Is the general condition of refrigeration and
any associated central plant in good order?

Yes [x] No [ ] This cooling plant was found to be in a good condition.

CS2.2/c Is the condenser placed clear from warm air
discharge louvres?

Yes [x] No [ ]
This cooling plant is positioned adequately in relation to any adjacent discharge louvers.

CS2.3/a Are compressors operational or can they be
brought into operation?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The compressor/s were found to be operational during the inspection.

CS3.1/a Is the heat rejection plant operational? Yes [x] No [ ]
The heat rejection plant was found to be operational

CS3.1/b Are condenser heat exchangers undamaged/
un-corroded and clean?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The coils on this cooling plant were found to be in a good undamaged condition.

CS3.2/a Is the area around the heat rejection plant
clear of obstructions & debris?

Yes [x] No [ ]
There are no obstructions to the heat rejection process.

CS3.2/b Is the condenser free of any possibility of air
recirculation?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The unit is positioned adequately and there is no potential for the re-circulation of air from itself or from any
adjacent source.

CS4.1 Is the insulation on circulation pipe work well
fitted and in good order?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The visible lengths of the external refrigerant pipe work were found to be in a good condition with insulation intact
in all inspected areas.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Refrigerant Type R410ACS1.1 Refrigerant
Used Montreal/ODS/F-Gas

controlled?
Yes [ ] No [x]

F-Gas Log Book Not Required The system is installed with
2.1kg of R410A and as such it has a GWP (Global Warming
Potential) which is equivalent to 4.4 tonnes of CO2.

As the system has a GWP equivalent to less than 5 tonnes of
CO2 there is no legal obligation to keep an F-Gas log book on
this system. However for best practise and to aid with service
work it is always recommended that a voluntary log book is kept
for all systems which contain refrigerant.

Is there evidence of regular maintenance? Yes [x] No [ ] Planned Preventative Maintenance (PPM) documentation is up
to date and was reviewed as part of this inspection.

CS1.3 Regular
Maintenance

Is the maintenance undertaken by suitably
competent people and in accordance to
industry guidelines?

Yes [x] No [ ] Maintenance is carried out on the systems by REFCOM
registered contractors . There are 2 maintenance visits per
annum.

Following Information Required:

Total Occupants served by this plant 10

Total Floor Area served by this
plant(m²)

36

Occupant Density (m²/person) 3.6

Maximum Instantaneous Heat Gain
(W/m²)

120.0

Installed Cooling Capacity (kW) 8.0

The Installed Size is Deemed:

CS1.4
CL1.1

Appropriately
Sized Cooling
Plant

More than Expected
Less than Expected
As Expected

[x]
[ ]
[ ]

The current version of the Building Regulations Approved
Document Part L documentation provides guidance suggesting
that the plant should not be more than 20% oversized. This
should be adopted as means of comparison to stay in line with
current standards.

This figure has been based on the '5th edition' BSRIA or CIBSE
rule of thumb guides however; visual observations that may
affect this, such as window sizes, ceiling heights, occupant
densities and any other observed or abnormal heat loads have
also been considered.

This figure includes all systems within the same area.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Based on the aforementioned 'Maximum Instantaneous
Heat Gains' (120W/m2) it is estimated that this area requires
approximately 4.32kW of cooling. (36m2 x 120W/m/ 1000 =
4.32kW)

The calculated comfort cooling load suggests that the systems
that serve this area is oversized for the application. It should be
noted the general scope of this inspection does not include a
detailed building cooling load profile and this would need to be
carried out before making any judgement on the sizing suitability
of the cooling equipment. The estimated cooling load is based
on a 'rule of thumb' and may not reflect the actual cooling load. It
is normally acceptable for a margin of error of +/-20% as per the
latest guidelines from CIBSE.

Yes [ ] No [x]Is metering installed to enable monitoring of
energy consumption of refrigeration plant?

Recorded meter reading

Consideration should be given to the savings that could be
made by installing meters to monitor the energy consumption
of individual items of plant. By monitoring and recording these
energy readings at regular intervals the client will be provided
with definitive data that will allow them to identify areas where
energy consumption is excessive and where fiscal & energy
savings could be made.

Is the refrigeration plant connected to a BEMS
that can provide out of range alarms?

Yes [ ] No [x] This system is not linked to a BMS or centralised controller.

As this system is a smaller split system, installing a full BMS
may not be financially viable, however the client should consider
investigating some of the smart AC controllers which are now
coming onto the market, many of which can link to a PC, tablet
or mobile phone.

CS1.6 Metering
Comparison
to appropriate
energy
benchmarks

Are there any records of air conditioning plant
usage or sub-metered energy consumption
with expected hours of use per year for the
plant?

Yes [ ] No [x] N/A Details of any sub-metering on this system has been
answered in previous fields.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Cooling Plant Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Is the energy consumption or hours of use
excessive?

Yes [ ] No [x] For details on hours of operation of this system refer to the
section in the relevant linked system controller

CS2.2/d Refrigeration
Leaks

Are there any signs of a refrigerant leak? Yes [ ] No [x]
A visual observation around the main refrigeration components
was carried out there was no evidence of refrigerant leakage.

Refrigeration Temperature:

Pre Compressor(°C) 18

Post Compressor(°C) 18

Ambient(°C) 18

The Temperature is Deemed:

More than Expected
Less than Expected
As Expected

[ ]
[ ]
[x]

The figure shown represents the pre-compressor evaporator coil
"air off" temperature recorded at the internal unit. The system
was operated in cooling mode

The figure shown represents the post compressor condenser
coil temperature recorded from the external unit.

Temperature samples taken from this cooling plant indicate it
was operating correctly.

CL1.3 Refrigeration

Assess the refrigeration compressor(s) and the
method of refrigeration capacity control

The system is installed with inverter
technology, this is more efficient than fixed
speed systems, as the inverter will modulate
the speed of the compressor to match the
cooling load requirements.

Is the water flow through cooling towers or
evaporative coolers even and efficient, and
there is no loss of water?

Yes [ ] No [x] Not Applicable, there is no cooling tower or evaporative cooler
linked to this system.

CS3.5 Water Cooled
Chillers
(Cooling Towers
& Evaporative
Condensers) Is there a management regime in place to

ensure that water is regularly checked and
treated to ensure that there is no Legionella
risk?

Yes [ ] No [x] Not applicable, it is not necessary to put a regime in place as
this HVAC systems does not have a legionella risk

Humidity
Control

Is there separate equipment installed for
humidity control?

Yes [ ] No [x] There is no humidity control equipment linked to this system.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Air Handling Systems:
Note: For safety reasons, it will be necessary for air handling fans in air distribution systems to be turned off in order to gain access inside air handlers or ductwork to examine components such
as fans, drives, filters, heat exchangers and control dampers. The building manager should arrange safe access for the inspector.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Terminal Units:

Terminal Unit Equipment Inspection
Unit Identifier VOL001/SYS001 Community Building - Ground Level Training Room

Component Identifier VOL001/SYS001/TU1 Ground Level Training Room-Ceiling Cassette

Description of Unit Ceiling Cassette

Identify Cooling Plant Serving Terminal Unit VOL001/SYS001/CP1 Fujitsu-Single Split-Ground Level Training Room

Manufacturer Fujitsu

Year Terminal Unit Installed 2015

Terminal Unit Location Ceiling Within Ground Level Training Room

Area Served Ground Level Training Room

Note below any discrepancy between information provided by client and on site information collected, or any information of additional relevance to the terminal unit/system:

There were no notable discrepancies with regards to information provided on the systems.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

This section applies to the following unit:VOL001/SYS001/TU1 Ground Level Training Room-Ceiling Cassette

Terminal Unit Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Is the pipework adequately insulated? Yes [x] No [ ] Internal refrigerant pipe work connected to this terminal unit was enclosed and not accessible
during the inspection.

CS4.1 Insulation

Is the ductwork adequately insulated? Yes [ ] No [x] There is no ductwork associated with this type of terminal unit.

CS4.2 Unit Condition Are the terminal units in good working order? Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit was seen to be in a good condition. The filters were inspected and found to
be in a clean condition.

Do air delivery openings provide good
distribution?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit was seen to be positioned well enough to provide an adequate level of
cooling throughout the conditioned space.

Is there evidence of tampering with diffusers? Yes [ ] No [x]
The air grilles on the terminal unit were inspected and found to be in a good condition and
show no evidence of tampering.

CS5.1

Are chilled and hot water being supplied to
terminals simultaneously?

Yes [ ] No [x]
Not applicable, this terminal unit is not linked to a water loop of any kind.

CS5.2

Grilles & Air
Flow

Are there are any records of occupant
complaints regarding air distribution

Yes [ ] No [x]
The assessor was not informed of any occupant dissatisfaction with the distribution from the
terminal unit during the inspection.

CS5.3 Is there potential for air to short-circuit from
supply to extract?

Yes [ ] No [x]
The terminal unit was observed to be positioned well enough to allow good air circulation
across the coils. There were no blockages to air paths and no significant risk of air re-
circulation.

CS5.4

Diffuser
Positions

Is the position of partitioning or furniture
adversely affecting performance?

Yes [ ] No [x]
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Terminal Unit Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

The position of the terminal unit is not affected by furniture or partitioning and there is no
potential for the re-circulation of air from this unit.

CS5.5 Is the control and operation adequate? Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit is linked to a system controller which is sufficient to provide an adequate
level of control and further details of any controller short falls can be found in the 'System
Controls' section of this report.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Terminal Unit Equipment Inspection
Unit Identifier VOL001/SYS001 Community Building - Ground Level Training Room

Component Identifier VOL001/SYS001/TU2 Ground Level Training Room-Ceiling Cassette

Description of Unit Ceiling Cassette

Identify Cooling Plant Serving Terminal Unit VOL001/SYS001/CP2 Fujitsu-Single Split-Ground Level Training Room

Manufacturer Fujitsu

Year Terminal Unit Installed 2015

Terminal Unit Location Ceiling Within Ground Level Training Room

Area Served Ground Level Training Room

Note below any discrepancy between information provided by client and on site information collected, or any information of additional relevance to the terminal unit/system:

There were no notable discrepancies with regards to information provided on the systems.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

This section applies to the following unit:VOL001/SYS001/TU2 Ground Level Training Room-Ceiling Cassette

Terminal Unit Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Is the pipework adequately insulated? Yes [x] No [ ] Internal refrigerant pipe work connected to this terminal unit was enclosed and not accessible
during the inspection.

CS4.1 Insulation

Is the ductwork adequately insulated? Yes [ ] No [x] There is no ductwork associated with this type of terminal unit.

CS4.2 Unit Condition Are the terminal units in good working order? Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit was seen to be in a good condition. The filters were inspected and found to
be in a clean condition.

Do air delivery openings provide good
distribution?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit was seen to be positioned well enough to provide an adequate level of
cooling throughout the conditioned space.

Is there evidence of tampering with diffusers? Yes [ ] No [x]
The air grilles on the terminal unit were inspected and found to be in a good condition and
show no evidence of tampering.

CS5.1

Are chilled and hot water being supplied to
terminals simultaneously?

Yes [ ] No [x]
Not applicable, this terminal unit is not linked to a water loop of any kind.

CS5.2

Grilles & Air
Flow

Are there are any records of occupant
complaints regarding air distribution

Yes [ ] No [x]
The assessor was not informed of any occupant dissatisfaction with the distribution from the
terminal unit during the inspection.

CS5.3 Is there potential for air to short-circuit from
supply to extract?

Yes [ ] No [x]
The terminal unit was observed to be positioned well enough to allow good air circulation
across the coils. There were no blockages to air paths and no significant risk of air re-
circulation.

CS5.4

Diffuser
Positions

Is the position of partitioning or furniture
adversely affecting performance?

Yes [ ] No [x]
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Terminal Unit Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

The position of the terminal unit is not affected by furniture or partitioning and there is no
potential for the re-circulation of air from this unit.

CS5.5 Is the control and operation adequate? Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit is linked to a system controller which is sufficient to provide an adequate
level of control and further details of any controller short falls can be found in the 'System
Controls' section of this report.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Terminal Unit Equipment Inspection
Unit Identifier VOL001/SYS002 Community Building - 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Component Identifier VOL001/SYS002/TU1 1st Floor Conference Room 1-Ceiling Cassette

Description of Unit Ceiling Cassette

Identify Cooling Plant Serving Terminal Unit VOL001/SYS002/CP1 Fujitsu-Single Split-1st Floor Conference Room 1

Manufacturer Fujitsu

Year Terminal Unit Installed 2015

Terminal Unit Location Ceiling Within 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Area Served 1st Floor Conference Room 1

Note below any discrepancy between information provided by client and on site information collected, or any information of additional relevance to the terminal unit/system:

There were no notable discrepancies with regards to information provided on the systems.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

This section applies to the following unit:VOL001/SYS002/TU1 1st Floor Conference Room 1-Ceiling Cassette

Terminal Unit Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

Is the pipework adequately insulated? Yes [x] No [ ] Internal refrigerant pipe work connected to this terminal unit was enclosed and not accessible
during the inspection.

CS4.1 Insulation

Is the ductwork adequately insulated? Yes [ ] No [x] There is no ductwork associated with this type of terminal unit.

CS4.2 Unit Condition Are the terminal units in good working order? Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit was seen to be in a good condition. The filters were inspected and found to
be in a clean condition.

Do air delivery openings provide good
distribution?

Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit was seen to be positioned well enough to provide an adequate level of
cooling throughout the conditioned space.

Is there evidence of tampering with diffusers? Yes [ ] No [x]
The air grilles on the terminal unit were inspected and found to be in a good condition and
show no evidence of tampering.

CS5.1

Are chilled and hot water being supplied to
terminals simultaneously?

Yes [ ] No [x]
Not applicable, this terminal unit is not linked to a water loop of any kind.

CS5.2

Grilles & Air
Flow

Are there are any records of occupant
complaints regarding air distribution

Yes [ ] No [x]
The assessor was not informed of any occupant dissatisfaction with the distribution from the
terminal unit during the inspection.

CS5.3 Is there potential for air to short-circuit from
supply to extract?

Yes [ ] No [x]
The terminal unit was observed to be positioned well enough to allow good air circulation
across the coils. There were no blockages to air paths and no significant risk of air re-
circulation.

CS5.4

Diffuser
Positions

Is the position of partitioning or furniture
adversely affecting performance?

Yes [ ] No [x]
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

Terminal Unit Detailed Inspection Notes
Item Ref Item Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

The position of the terminal unit is not affected by furniture or partitioning and there is no
potential for the re-circulation of air from this unit.

CS5.5 Is the control and operation adequate? Yes [x] No [ ]
The terminal unit is linked to a system controller which is sufficient to provide an adequate
level of control and further details of any controller short falls can be found in the 'System
Controls' section of this report.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

System Controls:

System Controls
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

n/a Sub System Identifier (if applicable) VOL001/SYS001
Community
Building - Ground
Level Training
Room

CS8.1 Is the zoning appropriate in relation to
anticipated cooling demand?

Yes [x] No [ ] The controller is located within the conditioned area.

CS8.2 Note the current indicated weekday and time
of day on controllers or BMS against the actual
time.

The date & time
on the system
controller have
been setup
correctly.

CS8.3/a Note the set on and off periods (for weekday
and weekend if this facility is available with the
timer).

Timers on this
system have
been setup;
however, there
may be scope
to adjust the
timers to come
more in-line
with occupancy
hours. It is
recommended
that an
occupancy profile
is completed
within the
conditioned area
to determine the
exact occupancy
hours and time
schedules are
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

System Controls
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

adjusted to more
accurately match.

CS8.3/b Is there a shortfall in timer capabilities? Yes [ ] No [x]
The system controller is installed with a fully programmable 7-day timer.

CS8.4 Identify and assess zone heating and cooling
temperature control sensors. Are the sensor
types and locations appropriate in relation to
heating and cooling emitters, heat flows or
likely temperature distributions in the zone or
space?

Yes [x] No [ ] The temperature sensor is located within the internal unit. The temperature sensors are likely to give an adequate
reflection of space temperature throughout the conditioned space.

CS8.5 Note the set temperature in each zone for
heating and cooling in relation to the activities
and occupancy of zones and spaces in relation
to the manager's intent.

The system
controller was
found to be
in auto mode
and set to
maintain a space
temperature of
18°C.

It is recommended that seasonal set points are introduced on this system to minimise energy waste. The
following set points will optimise efficiency: the Winter set point should be circa 19 degC with the unit set to
'heating' mode. The Summer set point should be circa 24 degC operating in 'cooling' mode. In Spring/Autumn the
controller should be set to 'auto' mode with a set point range of 21 degC - 22 degC.

CS8.6 Note whether a 'dead band' is, or can be, set
between heating and cooling.

There is no
potential for
simultaneous
heating and
cooling within the
area.

CS8.7 Do the sub system controls integrate
effectively with the overall system control
strategy?

Yes [x] No [ ] There are no integration issues with this system controller.

CS8.8 Assess the means of modulating or controlling
air flow rate through the air supply and exhaust
ducts.

There is a
3 speed fan
selector installed
to the system
controller to
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

System Controls
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

modulate the air
flow rate

PS3.6 Are guidance notices visible or controls
available to inhibit use of cooling equipment
whilst windows are open or cooling/heating is
on?

Yes [ ] No [x] There are no guidance notices in place to advise occupants on the correct operation of the AC system.

It is recommended that notices are placed adjacent to the system controller which advise occupants of the
recommended temperature set points and as a reminder to switch off the systems before leaving an area
unoccupied.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

System Controls
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

n/a Sub System Identifier (if applicable) VOL001/SYS002
Community
Building - 1st
Floor Conference
Room 1

CS8.1 Is the zoning appropriate in relation to
anticipated cooling demand?

Yes [x] No [ ] The controller is located within the conditioned area.

CS8.2 Note the current indicated weekday and time
of day on controllers or BMS against the actual
time.

The date & time
on the system
controller have
been setup
incorrectly. It is
recommended
that the time
& date are
programmed to
allow any time
schedules to
operate correctly
and efficiently.

CS8.3/a Note the set on and off periods (for weekday
and weekend if this facility is available with the
timer).

The timers on
the system
were not being
utilised. Ensure
where possible
the controller
displays the
correct time and
timers are set
to coincide with
occupancy hours.
The client should
investigate the
possibility of
setting up 'off'
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

System Controls
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

only timers on the
system controller
to prevent the
system from
operating outside
of occupancy
hours but will
not activate until
required to by
occupants.

CS8.3/b Is there a shortfall in timer capabilities? Yes [ ] No [x]
The system controller is installed with a fully programmable 7-day timer.

CS8.4 Identify and assess zone heating and cooling
temperature control sensors. Are the sensor
types and locations appropriate in relation to
heating and cooling emitters, heat flows or
likely temperature distributions in the zone or
space?

Yes [x] No [ ] The temperature sensor is located within the internal unit. The temperature sensors are likely to give an adequate
reflection of space temperature throughout the conditioned space.

CS8.5 Note the set temperature in each zone for
heating and cooling in relation to the activities
and occupancy of zones and spaces in relation
to the manager's intent.

The system
controller was
found to be in
cooling mode
and set to
maintain a space
temperature of
20°C.

It is recommended that seasonal set points are introduced on this system to minimise energy waste. The
following set points will optimise efficiency: the Winter set point should be circa 19°C with the unit set to 'heating'
mode. The Summer set point should be circa 24°C operating in 'cooling' mode. In Spring/Autumn the controller
should be set to 'auto' mode with a set point range of 21°C - 22°C.

CS8.6 Note whether a 'dead band' is, or can be, set
between heating and cooling.

There is no
potential for
simultaneous
heating and
cooling within the
area.
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Air Conditioning Inspection Report

System Controls
Item Ref Inspection Item Finding Notes and Recommendations

CS8.7 Do the sub system controls integrate
effectively with the overall system control
strategy?

Yes [x] No [ ] There are no integration issues with this system controller.

CS8.8 Assess the means of modulating or controlling
air flow rate through the air supply and exhaust
ducts.

There is a
3 speed fan
selector installed
to the system
controller to
modulate the air
flow rate

PS3.6 Are guidance notices visible or controls
available to inhibit use of cooling equipment
whilst windows are open or cooling/heating is
on?

Yes [ ] No [x] There are no guidance notices in place to advise occupants on the correct operation of the AC system.

It is recommended that notices are placed adjacent to the system controller which advise occupants of the
recommended temperature set points and as a reminder to switch off the systems before leaving an area
unoccupied.
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